IHTRODUCTION
Predicting the role of tracking in future relativistic heavy ion (RHI) experiments is as dangerous as making a weather forecast. As with the weather you can be sure it will happen. Issent~ally all electronic high energy experiments have used some form of tracking. All of the planned experiments for the CERa SPS RHI program use tracking. In this talk I will make a brief physics justification for tracking, emphasizing the need for correlations. I shall examine some of the boundary conditions imposed upon tracking for the SPS/RHIC experiments. The CER» experiment RA36 will be used as an example.
Lastly I will examine some future alternatives which might facilitate tracking in RHI experiments.
PHYSICS JUSTIFICATIOR OF TRACKIRG IR RHI EXPERIKEHTS
The BRL proposal RHIC and QUARK MATTER (ref. 
Indicator of a phase transition
In each of these cases it is difficult to imagine experiments without tracking. The particle interferrometry requires close spacial (momentum) correlations and therefore tracking. Strange particle production requires recognition of the decay pattern and/or a velocity and momenta measurement for particle identification. Both of these find needs for tracking. Lepton pair production usually involves momenta measurements to allow invariant mass reconstruction and also finds a use for tracking.
We can expect tracking to be involved in future RHI experiments and is justified by the physics of this new endeavor. Collider mode and fixed t,arget mode experimental configurations
2 at 100 mm in the laboratory. Bote the approximate equivalence (from the view of tracking) in momenta and multiplicity between the fixed target mode "target"" rapidity region and the coUider mode "central" rapidity region. The "central" rapidity and "projectile fragment .. rapidity regions of the fixed target mode have higher mean momenta and particle densities than the equivalent energy collider mode. THUS THE TRACKISG TECHHIQUES AHD EXPERIKHCB FROM THE SPS RHI EXPBRlMENTS CAB BE USED AS A GUIDE IS PLABHISG RHIC BJPBRIMEHTS. Similarly the LBP experience where tracking detectors experience peak particle densities in jets of 10· particles/steradian (but total multiplicities of 10-20) is expected to be useful.
The following are major constraints on tracking for RHI experiments
1.
High multiplicity densities (between 10· and 10· particles/steradian).
2.
High total multiplicities (approaching 10· particles for contral collisions).
3.
Large range in Z2 (ionization density){6.00:1).
•. High delta ray probability (Z2 and high multiplicity).
Because of these constraints unambiguous space point (TPC) tracking is essential for the RHI experiments (vectored tracking would be better).
Constraints 1 and. demand a very large number of pixels in the tracking detector volume. On the frontal view (seen by the particle) 10· pixels/particle is probably desirable because of correlations and background processes. Along the track 100 hits (pixels) is not unreasonable (10 is too * A highly parallel data acquisition system mounted on the TPC, * Field free tracking chambers; * Fine grained calorimetry in the forward hemisphere to measure transverse energy and projectile fragment energy.
The TPC is used to detect the strange baryon decays in the rapidity range of 1-4 in the laboratory frame. See figure 4 for the experimental arrangement of 1lA36.
In figure 5 I show the filtering effect of the strong magnetic field Since the VAl6 TPC is the first TPC to be designed for KHI experiments I list some of its characteristics in table 2. It will operaLe in the unusually high magnetic field of 3 Tesla (the highest for any TPC constructed to date).
The number of readout elements (1.2x 10·) has the highest density (x7) over other TPC disigns.
The design optimizes the two track resolution (12mm2) (7 x less than anticipated for the LEP !PC designs). The TPC is digital and does not measure dE/dX, thus simplifying the design.
The electronics chain (BIlL design) is implimented on the end cap with a high degree of parallelism. The time digitization of the tracks is completed in a pipeline mode with zero suppression all on the end cap. The digitized signals and addresses are multiplexed into only 400 cables which are decoded at a fastbus crate. The data acquisition system is in fastbus and is being designed to take 1000 events/spill (ref.3l.
A discussion of the tracking in the 1lA36 TPC is presented by K. Heiden and alao S. Lindenbaum to this conference.
FUTURE ALTERBATIVES
The future alternatives for tracking in RHI experiments can be expected to evolve on two fronts, data acquisition systems and detector design. I shall discuss both briefly here. 8 ;.. Advances in the design of data acquisition systems for tracking are expected to reflect an "up stream" movement. That is to say, more of the processing is expected to occur closer to the detector. Such is the case with the RA36 data acquisition system described above. The track numbers and densities along with present technology limit our ability to plan RHI experiments involving 4. tracking. Rew developments are needed.
Y=
The "up stream move" with intelligence (processing) moving to t.he detector with a high degree of parallelism is expected t.o minimize track processing limitations.
RHI experiments at the SPS are good preparat.ion for RHIC experiments.
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